
1 Prepare for Your Baby (before birth)

Done a birth plan? It's good to look ahead and plan for those first few weeks as a family too. 
Organise finances and work leave, avoid making other big life decisions for now and gather your 
support system. Find a Childbirth Educator, Midwife or Doula who can prepare you both with 
more information to adjust after you get your precious baby home.

2 Build Your Nest (Baby's first month or two)

Turn off the screens, tune out the news (the big headline is in your arms)! Hunker down with your 
baby and reach out for support. Relatives, friends and professionals can organize meals and do 
chores. Your priorities are nesting, resting and bonding as a new family. The outside world can wait!

3 Manage Your Expectations (Baby's first 4 months)
Your new life may not be quite how you pictured it. Some days will be smooth sailing and others 
you'll feel swamped. Most days will be everything in between! With realistic expectations you 
can plan for the chaos and know when to reach out for support...most parents need it!

4 Set up Base Camp (Baby's 4 - 6 months)

Here's where you'll start to become your "new normal". As things settle down and baby settles into a 
routine you can focus more on your own needs.  Build in healthy eating, regular stress relief and 
exercise habits NOW, so you can both cope well into the future - no matter what life throws at you!

5 Embrace Your Emotions (Baby's 0 - 12 months ) 

Emotions all over the place? Mixed feelings are normal! This is partly because you are both 
biologically primed to be sensitive to your baby, which also means you'll also be more sensitive to each 
other. Your feelings are a guide you to what you need from others and becoming comfortable sharing 
your emotions with your partner (and vice versa) takes your relationship to a whole new level!

It's called the "transition into parenthood", but starting a family is more like an adventure into the 
unknown! Research shows couples who prepare for the journey have a better birth experience, are more 
confident and less stressed parents, happier in their relationship and more able to thrive as a new family. 

Here's 8 Steps to guide mothers, fathers and partners into becoming their new version of "us". 

Welcome Your Parent Self (Baby's 0 - 18 months)

If your life after baby is very different to life before, this can be an extra big adjustment for you and 
need extra understanding from your partner. Respecting, appreciating and supporting  each other in 
your new roles is vital. Supported partners make awesome parents!

Grow Together through Your Differences (Baby's 0 - 3 years)
A whopping 92% of parents report increased disagreements after baby. With sleep deprivation, 
new stresses and steep learning curves in those first few years, it's normal, so don't panic! You can 
lean to manage your differences so they bring you closer together, instead of sending you apart!

Stay Connected as a Couple (the whole time!)
Parenthood can send partners on different paths. But there are countless ways to share experiences, stay 
connected and deepen your love! The bond between you and your partner, your "us", forms the foundation 
for your whole family, so make sure to look after each other as well as your precious little ones.  
Your babies will thank you for this too, for the rest of their lives! 

Adapted from Becoming Us, 8 Steps to Grow a Family that Thrives. 
For more see ellytaylor.com.
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